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Toulouse-Lautrec, under the influence of Japanese prints, enjoys lithography - and creates advertising posters for places of
entertainment, for the first time in Western history, bringing this genre to the level of a work of art. The artists, for whom Lautrek painted
and printed posters, woke up famous after the night billboards in Paris.Â The image of Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec is surrounded by so
many legends and conjectures that biographers often spend hundreds of pages to dethrone them. 360 Toulouse Lautrec - Te spun.
Team: Bogdan Green Catalin Rulea Alex Xero FA B Jan Vlad Stoicescu Tudor D Popescu City Garden Hotel . ÃŽn vara anului de
graÈ›ie 2020. Filmare 360 cu sunet 360. Live. 360 Toulouse Lautrec - I Tell You. Team: Bogdan Green. Summer of grace year 2020.
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec (24 November 1864 - 9 September 1901) was a French painter, printmaker, draftsman, and illustrator, whose
immersion in the decadent and theatrical life of fin de siecle Paris yielded an oeuvre of provocative images of modern life. He was born
in Albi, Tarn in the Midi-Pyrenees region of France, the firstborn child of Comte Alphonse and Comtesse Adele de Toulouse-Lautrec. An
aristocratic family Toulouse-Lautrec also traveled to London, where he was commissioned to make posters by several companies.While
in London, he befriended Oscar Wilde. As Wilde faced heavy scrutiny and eventually an indecency trial in England, Toulouse-Lautrec
became one of his most vocal supporters, even painting a famous portrait of Wilde that same year. Later Life and Death. Despite his
popularity among some circles, Toulouse-Lautrec remained isolated and frustrated in other ways. Toulouse-Lautrec is among the bestknown painters of the Post-Impressionist period, with CÃ©zanne, Van Gogh, and Gauguin. In a 2005 auction at Christie's auction house,
La Blanchisseuse, his early painting of a young laundress, sold for US$22.4 million and set a new record for the artist for a price at
auction.Â Toulouse-Lautrec's parents, the Comte and Comtesse, were first cousins (his grandmothers were sisters), and he suffered
from congenital health conditions sometimes attributed to a family history of inbreeding.

